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The constraint distribution in nonholonomic mechanics has a double role. On the
one hand, it is a kinematic constraint, that is, it is a restriction on the motion itself.
On the other hand, it is also a restriction on the allowed variations when using
D’Alembert’s principle to derive the equations of motion. We will show that many
systems of physical interest where D’Alembert’s principle does not apply can be
conveniently modeled within the general idea of the principle of virtual work by the
introduction of both kinematic constraints and variational constraints as being in-
dependent entities. This includes, for example, elastic rolling bodies and pneumatic
tires. Also, D’Alembert’s principle and Chetaev’s principle fall into this scheme.
We emphasize the geometric point of view, avoiding the use of local coordinates,
which is the appropriate setting for dealing with questions of global nature, like
reduction. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1763245#

I. INTRODUCTION

Nonholonomic mechanics: The universal formalism created by Lagrange is not appropriate to
derive the equations of motion for systems with rolling constraints, that is, this motion is not
described by classical variational principles. Several systems with rolling constraints, like the
idealized rigid ball rolling on a plane with only one point of contact and many others, are
successfully described geometrically by distributions on configuration space and the correspond-
ing equations of motion are derived by D’Alembert’s principle, which has been the purpose of
extensive research3,5,14,17,18,22,30for more than a century~see also, for instance, Refs. 24, 2, 7, and
8 for a list of references and historical remarks!. However, as we will see in the examples studied
in the present work the dynamics of elastic rolling bodies is not generally described by
D’Alembert’s principle, even in those cases where the restriction on the motion is given by linear
constraints. On the other hand,second order constraints, that is, subsets of the second order
tangent bundle rather than the tangent bundle of the configuration space, naturally appear in
several examples. The purpose of the present work is to establish the basic geometric definitions
and procedures within the general idea of the principle of virtual work, generalizing D’Alembert’s
principle to deal with nonlinear and higher order constraints. One of our main examples will be
elastic rolling bodies, like pneumatic tires, where some second order constraints appear naturally.

In D’Alembert’s principle the constraint distribution has a double role. On one hand, it is a
kinematic constraint, that is, it is a restriction on the motion itself. On the other hand, it is,in
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addition, avariational constraint. This perspective was already adopted in Ref. 13 where a general
approach to nonholonomic constrained systems considered as implicit differential equations was
considered. There it was discussed that the kinematical constraints defining a submanifold on the
tangent space of the configuration space of the system and the reaction or control forces described
by a subbundle of the cotangent bundle of the configuration space, where independent entities and
a condition for the compatibility of both ingredients was obtained. In this paper we will push
forward this point of view by considering nonlinear higher order nonholonomic constraints, not
only constraints on the velocities but on higher order derivatives.

We will show that many systems of physical interest where D’Alembert’s principle does not
apply, can be conveniently modeled by a principle based in the introduction of both higher order
kinematic constraintsand higher ordervariational constraintsas being independent entities. This
includes, for example, elastic rolling bodies and pneumatic tires. Also, D’Alembert’s principle and
Chetaev’s principle fall into this scheme.

Our point of view is geometric, avoiding the use of local coordinates, which is appropriate for
dealing global problems, like reduction. We also write equations of motion for systems with higher
order constraints in an intrinsic fashion, using the natural structures of the tangent bundle and
higher order bundles.

Basic notation: As usual we will consider that the configuration space of a Lagrangian system
is a smooth manifoldQ of dimensionn with local coordinatesqi . We shall introduce higher order
tangent bundles in order to deal with higher order constraints. Thus, by definition, two given
curves inQ, say,q1(t) andq2(t), tP(2a,a), have a contact of orderk at q05q1(0)5q2(0) if
there is a local chart (w,U) such thatqi(0)PU, for i 51,2, andDt

s(w+q1)(0)5Dt
s(w+q2)(0), for

s50, . . . ,k. This is a well-defined equivalence relation, and the equivalence class of a given curve
q(t) is denoted@q# (k). For eachq0PQ, let Tq0

(k)Q be the set of all@q# (k) such thatq(0)5q0 , and

let T(k)Q be the collection of allTq0

(k)Q, for q0PQ. It is well known ~see, for instance, Refs. 19

and 9 and references therein! thattk:T(k)Q→Q, wheretk(@q# (k))5q(0), is afiber bundle, called
the tangent bundle of orderk of Q. There are natural mapst ( l ,k):T(k)Q→T( l )Q, for k,l
51,2,. . . , given byt ( l ,k)(@q# (k))5@q# ( l ). It is easy to see thatT(1)Q[TQ. Also, we can identify
T(0)Q[Q, via @q# (0)[q(0).

In local coordinates, we haveq5(q1, . . . ,qn), and, for s51,2, . . . , we denote q(s)

5(q1,(s), . . . ,qn,(s)), where

qi ,(s)5
dsqi

dts ~0!,

wherei 51, . . . ,n. Then we have,@q# (k)5(q(0), . . . ,q(k)).
Denote by j k :T(k)Q→T(T(k21)Q) the canonical immersion defined byj k(@q# (k))

5@q(k21)# (1) where q(k21) is the lift to T(k21)Q of the curveq, that is, the curveq(k21):
(2a,a)→T(k21)Q is defined asq(k21)(t)5@qt#

(k21) whereqt(s)5q(t1s).
In this paper, it will be useful to introduce, geometrically, the concept of implicit differential

equations. This concept has often received less attention than the notion of an explicit differential
equation in the differential geometry literature~see Refs. 21, 23, and 13!. Geometrically, a system
of implicit kth-order differential equations is a submanifoldM of T(k)Q and a curveg:I→Q is a
solution to the differential equationM , if its k-lift g (k)(s)PM for all sPI . The implicit differ-
ential equation will be said to be integrable at a point if there exists a solutiong such that itsk-lift
passes through it. The integrable part ofM is the subset of all integrable points ofM . The system
is said to be integrable if its integrable part coincides withM . A notorious algorithm has been
developed to extract the integrable part of an arbitrary implicit differential equation,23 but it will
not be the objective of this paper to discuss this issue for systems with higher order nonholonomic
constraints and we will restrict ourselves to the description of the corresponding implicit differ-
ential equation, leaving the questions of the existence and uniqueness of its solutions for future
discussion.
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In Sec. II we describe a first example of the elastic rolling ball, where some of the features of
the general procedure already appear. In Secs. III and IV we show how to study Rocard’s theory
and also Greidanus’s theory of a pneumatic tire~see Refs. 11, 26, and 27 and also Ref. 24! as a
nonholonomic system with higher order constraints and, motivated by the previous examples, in
Sec. IV we establish a general principle for dealing with systems involving higher order con-
straints. The distinction between kinematic constraints and variational constraints as being inde-
pendent entities is a key point to this discussion. In Sec. V intrinsic equations of motion for
systems with higher order constraints are derived. In Sec. VI further examples are provided and
some basic results about reduction and the equations for Lagrangian systems with symmetries with
higher-order nonholonomic constraints are discussed.

II. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE: THE ELASTIC HOMOGENEOUS ROLLING BALL

The main purpose of this section is to show an example that can be treated using
D’Alembert’s principle and also using some other procedures involving different types of con-
straints, including second order nonlinear constraints. All those procedures are equivalent in the
sense that they give equivalent systems of equations.

Let us consider an elastic ball subjected to gravity and rolling on a plane. Without loss
of generality we will assume that the radius of the ball is 1, for simplicity. For a static ball the
contact between the ball and the plane is a circle, whose diameter was calculated by Hertz,12 see
also Ref. 16, p. 27. The effect of internal viscosity, adhesion and other dissipative forces is
important in some cases,4 however, in the present section we shall assume that heat dissipation is
small, in other words, we will consider only the idealized model of a perfect elastic ball. Also, we
shall consider only the important case where the circle of contact is small and the motion is
quasistatic, which, in particular, implies that the zone of contact is approximately a circle of the
same size as the contact circle in the static case~see Ref. 16!. This also implies that the size and
inertia of the flattened part of the sphere is negligible. Now we shall define thenonsliding condi-
tion. It is given by the condition that the points of the sphere belonging to the circle of contact
cannot slide against the plane. It is clear that this has to be understood in an approximate sense
since the exact solution of elasticity equations is not known in general, not even under the
quasistatic assumption. More precisely, we accept the following approximate model. We assume
that for all kinematic and dynamical purposes the ball is rigid, it has only one point of contacta
with the plane, representing the center of the circle of contact, which does not slides, and the
spatial angular velocity and the translation velocity combine in such a way that the velocity of
points z of the surface of the ball neara have a velocity which is of orderua2zu2. This is a
rigorous way of defining the constraint given by the nonsliding condition, in the case where there
is a circle rather than a point of contact. It is easy to prove that, in fact, the nonsliding condition
is satisfied if and only if the vertical component of the spatial angular velocity is 0, that is,v3

50. We emphasize that this model is realistic only for slow motion and small deformation. In
agreement with all these physical assumptions we have the following geometric model.

Kinematics of the elastic rolling ball. The manifoldQ5SO(3)3R2 is the configuration space
for the model. A position of the system is given by a point (A,a)PQ, wherea is the point of
contact of the sphere with the plane representing in the approximation described above the center
of the circle of contact. LetV5ȧ be the translation velocity of the ball and letv5ȦA21 be the
spatial angular velocityv5(v1 ,v2 ,v3), after the identification ofso~3! with R3. We haveV̇

5ä andv̇5ÄA212ȦA21ȦA21. The following two equations describe the nonsliding constraint:

V5~v2 ,2v1!, ~1!

v350. ~2!

The first equation represents the usual nonsliding condition for a rigid rolling ball while the second
expresses the fact that there is really a circle of contact rather than a point, and that the points of
that circle belonging to the sphere have zero velocity with respect to the plane, at least to first
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order approximation. The previous equations define a distribution, which is thekinematic con-
straint for the system of the elastic rolling ball. We will show that, provided that we accept higher
order constraints, there are other equivalent ways of choosing the constraints all of them giving
equivalent equations of motion. For instance, let the curvea(t) in the plane have curvature radius
r (t). Then we define the constraint

r 2v3
25v1

21v2
2 , ~3!

whose physical meaning is that the instantaneous motion of the sphere is a superposition of a
rotation about some vertical axis, with angular velocityv3 , and the motion of rolling on the plane
with speed

uVu5Av1
21v2

2, ~4!

and the point of contact is located at a distancer from the vertical axis. This is an example of a
second order constraint, it is a kinematic constraintin the terminology introduced in Sec. IV and
it is equivalent to the constraint~2!, in the sense that it gives equivalent equations of motion, as we
will explain later. However, as we have said before the nonsliding condition is satisfied only if
r 5`, which of course impliesv350. Equation~1! has the following consequence:

V̇5~v̇2 ,2v̇1!.

Let t andn be the tangent and normal vectors to the curvea(t). We have

uVun56~v1 ,v2!,

and also

V̇5
duVu
dt

t1
uVu2

r
n.

Then we can deduce

^uVun,V̇&56~v1v̇22v2v̇1! ~5!

5
uVu3

r
, ~6!

from which we obtain the constraint~3! in the form

v1v̇22v2v̇15v3~v1
21v2

2!, ~7!

where the choice of the sign6 is the only one consistent with the standard choice for the direction
of the normaln and the sign ofv3 for the given physical description. We have a subsetC#T(2)Q,
given by ~1! and ~7!, rewritten in terms ofȧ, A, Ȧ, and Ä. This is asecond order kinematic
constraint. Observe that, in this example, the projectiontQ

(1,2) :T(2)Q→TQ defines a distribution
D#TQ, by D5tQ

(1,2)(C), which is given by~1!, and that rewritten in terms ofA, Ȧ, a, andȧ,
gives an expression linear inȦ and ȧ.

Dynamics of the elastic rolling ball: The Lagrangian is given by the kinetic energy

L~A,a,Ȧ,ȧ!5 1
2 I ~ȦA21!21 1

2 M ~ ȧ!2,

whereI is the moment of inertia of the ball with respect to any of its symmetry axis, andM is the
mass of the ball. The dynamics of the elastic rolling ball is given by the following variational
description, as we will see later,
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dE
t0

t1S 1

2
I ~ȦA21!21

1

2
M ~ ȧ!2Ddt50, ~8!

~dA~ t i !,da~ t i !!50 for i 50,1, ~9!

~dA~ t !,da~ t !!PD (A(t),a(t)) for all t, ~10!

~Ȧ~ t !,ȧ~ t !!PD (A(t),a(t)) for all t, ~11!

v350. ~12!

We will show that we can replace the last equation by Eq.~7! and we will obtain an equivalent
system. We note that in this formulation theconstraints on the variationsare the same as in the
case of the rigid rolling ball~see, for instance, Refs. 24 and 2!. However, thekinematic constraints
are not, in other words, the motion is effectively constrained by our choice of the last equation,
namely, either Eq.~2! or Eq. ~7!. For any of those choices, we derive from the previous principle
a differential-algebraic systemof equations and we will have existence and uniqueness of solution
for those initial conditions compatible with the constraints.

By applying the usual integration by parts argument, we obtain the equations of motion.
However, as it already happens in the case of the rigid body, this is not completely trivial unless
one is willing to use reduction arguments,~see, for instance, Refs. 6 and 7!. We will postpone the
details of the computation until Sec. VI. We obtain,

~ I 1M !v̇150, ~13!

~ I 1M !v̇250, ~14!

~ I 1M !v̇350, ~15!

~v2 ,2v1!5V, ~16!

v350. ~17!

Of course this system is over determined, but it is correct. The fifth equation, which coincides with
Eq. ~2!, may be replaced by Eq.~7! and we obtain a system which is clearly equivalent. The first
four equations are exactly the equations for the rigid rolling ball and they imply thatv̇50 and
also that the translation velocityV is constant. We can show that there is solution provided that the
initial condition (v0 ,V0) satisfies the constraints given by the last two equations and that this
solution is unique.

We must remark at this point that the only guiding idea to establish the previous procedure is
the principle of virtual work, and one should check that the final equations are consistent with the
basic laws of mechanics, essentially Newton’s law, so the force should be equal to the rate of
change of linear momentum and the torque should be equal to the rate of change of angular
momentum. In the case of the elastic rolling ball the forces of the constraint must satisfy the
following conditions: the resultant force exerted by the plane on the ball has a positive component
in the vertical upwards direction while the torque has a zero horizontal component. All this is
obviously compatible with the previous system of equations. Moreover, the same equations can be
derived by an elementary exercise in rational mechanics. We observe that preservation of energy
is satisfied in this example. As a final remark to this example we observe that even if the con-
straints~1!, ~2! are linear, we have not applied D’Alembert’s principle. However, it will become
clear at the end in Sec. VI that D’Alembert’s principle gives correct equations of motion in this
example, and it is perhaps the best procedure in this case since it produces a nonoverdetermined
system. Showing that it is not always the case that D’Alembert’s principle can be applied is part
of the purpose of the present work. It is also clear from what we have explained so far that, for a
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given system, there is in principle the possibility of introducing several classes of higher order
constraints which are equivalent in the sense that they lead to equivalent equations of motion.

The case of the nonhomogeneous elastic ball and also the case of the nonhomogeneous
viscoelastic ball could be interesting, for instance because of possible applications to spherical
robots, and can be treated with the methods of the present work. In particular, the nonsliding
condition ~2! will be part of the kinematic constraints. The case of the symmetric elastic or
viscoelastic rolling ball, in which two of the three moments of inertia of the ball are equal,
presents an extra symmetry and we can expect that some kind of reduction by this symmetry will
help to understand the behavior of the reduced variables such as the angular momentum. The case
of the rigid symmetric rolling ball has been studied in Ref. 6.

III. AN EXAMPLE OF NONLINEAR HIGHER ORDER NONHOLONOMIC CONSTRAINTS

In the example of the elastic rolling ball described in the preceding section the second order
constraint gives rise to a distributionD defined by~1! which provides a restriction for the varia-
tions to obtain some of the equations of motion. The rest of the equations of motion are the ones
given by the same distribution, plus an extra equation provided by the nonlinear second order
constraint~7! or, equivalently, by the linear constraint~2!. This gives a procedure whose correct-
ness in the example under consideration is established by the fundamental principles of mechanics.

Rocard’s theory of a pneumatic tire: Before we try to establish any general procedure we will
describe another example where the restrictions, both kinematic restrictions and restrictions on the
variations, are of an entirely different nature. This is the simplified model of a pneumatic tire
rolling on a plane according to Rocard’s theory, as described, for instance, in Refs. 27, 26, 24. For
simplicity we shall study the case of a single elastic pneumatic tire whose plane is constrained to
remain vertical while it rolls without sliding. The zone of contact of the pneumatic tire with the
plane is a small surface with a central point of contactx5(x1 ,x2), which for simplicity we will
assume that it coincides with the projection of the center of the wheel on the plane. The nonsliding
condition means that the velocity of the points of the tire belonging to the zone of contact with
respect to the plane is zero. In an approximate sense this nonsliding condition implies that the
vertical component of the angular velocity of the small piece of surface of the pneumatic in
contact with the floor is zero. However, contrary to what we have assumed for the homogeneous
elastic rolling ball, the fact that the vertical component of the angular velocity of the zone of
contact is zero does not mean that the vertical component of the angular velocity of the plane of
the tire is zero. This is because according to Rocard’s theory the elasticity of the material allows
for a small anglee between the axis of the zone of contact~an oblong-like symmetric zone!, which
is assumed to have the direction ofẋ, and the plane of the wheel. We will callK the corresponding
constant of elasticity. It turns out that the nonsliding condition for the small zone of contact is not
the relevant constraint. Instead, there will appear another second order constraint of a different
nature. Finally, we must remark that the previous description of Rocard’s theory gives only an
approximation, and for more accurate results one must have into account some other observed
effects. For instance, the projectionx of the center of the wheel onto the plane is not exactly the
center of the zone of contact, which produce a small torque not taken into account in the simplified
model described above. Part, but only part, of this problem is taken into account in the simplified
version of Greidanu’s theory described later in the present work.

Taking into account all the physical considerations explained above we will describe Rocard’s
theory by the following geometric model. For all kinematic and dynamical purposes the wheel is
simply an undeformable disk kept vertical and rolling on a plane, where the point of contact is
x5(x1 ,x2). We choose once for all a normal vectorN5(2sinu,cosu) rigidly fixed to the wheel.
Then the angle between the plane of the wheel and thex1 axis isu. The angle between the velocity
vectorẋ and the plane of the wheel is callede, with the physical meaning that we have explained
before. Therefore, the angle between the axisx1 and ẋ is u2e, and the vectorn, normal to the
trajectory of the pointx and pointing in the direction of the concavity of the curve, isn
5(2sin(u2e),cos(u2e)). The angle of rotation of the wheel about its own axis is calledc. In
order to obtain precise formulas one should be careful about the sign conventions. Positive angles
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in thex1x2 plane satisfy the usual convention. Thus the angle between thex1 axis and thex2 axis
is, by definition,~1/2!p while the angle between thex2 axis and thex1 axis is2(1/2)p. The sign
for the anglec is established by the convention that the vector angular velocity is of the formċN.
The configuration space of the system isQ5T33R2, and a generic point isq
5(q1 ,q2 ,q3 ,q4 ,q5)[(c,u,e,x1 ,x2). The Lagrangian is given by

L~q,q̇!5 1
2 I ċ21 1

2 Ju̇21 1
2 Mẋ22 1

2 Ke2,

whereI is the moment of inertia of the wheel with respect to its axis,J is the moment of inertia
of the wheel with respect to any one of its diameters,M is the mass of the wheel, andK is the
constant of elasticity introduced before, which by definition satisfiesT52Ke, whereT is the
vertical torque. The kinetic energy due to the velocity of rotationė of the small flattened piece of
material about the zone of contact is small and we will assume that it is 0 for simplicity, which is
also in agreement with general standard assumptions for this kind of approximate models.24

Next we shall describe the kinematic constraints and the variational constraints. The kinematic
constraintCK , is given by the equations

ẋ15ċ cos~u2e!, ~18!

ẋ25ċ sin~u2e!, ~19!

2c̈ tge1ċ~ u̇2 ė !5~signċ !
a

M
tge. ~20!

The first two equations represent the nonsliding condition for the center of the zone of contact, and
they are the same as the ones that appear in the case of a rigid rolling disk, or wheel, except for
the small anglee. We should emphasize that here we are working to first order approximation only,
which means that powers ofe greater than 1 may be neglected. The last equation comes from
Rocard’s condition,

uFu5a sinueu,

wherea is a positive physical constant andF is the force normal to the wheel exerted by the floor,
while the wheel is rolling with nonzero velocity. More precisely,F is the N component of the
centripetal force, that is we haveF5^Mẍ, N&. The sign conventions are encoded in the following
more precise version of Rocard’s formula

F5~signċ !asine,

wheree must be interpreted as being the angle between the normaln to the curve andN if F
.0 while it must be interpreted as being the angle betweenn and 2N if F,0. Recall that
Rocards’s formula is valid fore close to 0 only. A couple of remarks are in order for future use.
First, as we have said before, Rocard’s theory is valid modulo infinitesimals of order (sine)2.
Second, with the previous sign conventions and according to Rocard’s formula it is not difficult to
show thate( u̇2 ė)>0. It also follows from the expression of Rocard’s formula given by~20! that
for e50 the curvex(t) must have a point of inflection, that isu̇2 ė50.

It is clear that~20! involves the first and second derivatives of some of the variables with
respect to time, moreover, the dependence on the first derivatives is nonlinear, therefore it is far
from the typical constraints of D’Alembert type. To obtain equation~20! we may assume, without
loss of generality, thatċ.0. We simply differentiate~18! and ~19! with respect to time, and
replace in the equation (signċ)a sine5^Mẍ,N&. Now let us consider the following variational
constraintsCV , to be imposed on variationsdq:
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dc cosu2dx150, ~21!

dc sinu2dx250, ~22!

du2de50. ~23!

Consider the curvesq(t) satisfying

dE
t0

t1
L~q,q̇!dt50,

for variationsdq satisfyingdq(t i)50, for i 51,2, and also the variational constraintsCV . Those
curves are the ones satisfying the followingdynamic equations:

I c̈1Mẍ1 cosu1Mẍ2sinu50, ~24!

Jü1Ke50, ~25!

obtained by the usual integration by parts arguments. These dynamic equations give balance
between forces of the constraint and rate of change of momentum. The resultant of the forces
exerted by the plane of contact on the wheel has positive upwards vertical component which is
compensated by gravity, while the horizontal component, which is given byMẍ, is decomposed in
the directions (cosu,sinu) and (2sinu,cosu). The first one is compensated by the rate of change
of the angular momentumI c̈ and the second is compensated by the nonsliding constraint force.
The vertical component of the torque of the forces exerted by the plane on the wheel isKe which
is compensated byJü. The other components of the torque are automatically compensated be-
cause we are assuming that the wheel is forced to remain vertical. The system of dynamic
equations together with the kinematic constraints equationsCK completely describe the motion of
the wheel.

In the previous example, we should emphasize, again, the distinction betweenkinematic
constraintsand variational constraints. They are conceptually different, and this difference is
implicit in the usual statement of the principle of virtual work. However, in the literature this
distinction is usually not emphasized, and for good reason, since in those cases where
D’Alembert’s principle can be applied the variational constraints and the kinematic constraints
coincide. Nonholonomic systems that cannot be treated using D’Alembert method have been
considered for instance by Chetaev10 where a procedure to deal with general first order nonlinear
constraints is devised~see also Refs. 1 and 25!. In Marle22 it is clearly stated that constraint forces
cannot be derived in general from the kinematic constraints and have to be added as part of the
physical description of the system. Furthermore in Ref. 13 it was explicitly stated a formulation
for first order Lagrangian and Poisson nonholonomic systems where kinematic constraints and
constraint forces are given as independent entities.

In the case of the elastic rolling ball the forces of the constraint are normal to the direction of
the motion of the ball and there is no dissipation of energy. However, for a viscoelastic rolling ball
there is certainly dissipation of energy and the component of the force of the constraint in the
direction of the motion can be calculated using results from Ref. 4. This kind of system can also
be approached using the kind of generalization of D’Alembert’s principle described in Sec. IV.
The rate of dissipation of energy for a pneumatic tire rolling according to Rocard’s theory can be
easily calculated. Since the energy is given byE5(1/2)I ċ21(1/2)Ju̇21(1/2)Mẋ21(1/2)Ke2,
using the kinematic constraints~18!, ~19! and the dynamic equations derived before we can show
after some easy calculations thatĖ52(M ċ21K)e( u̇2 ė), modulo infinitesimals of ordere2.
Sincee( u̇2 ė)>0 as we have explained before we haveĖ%0, which means that in general there
is dissipation of energy. The limit casee50 givesĖ50, which reveals that Rocard’s theory does
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not take into account the relatively small dissipation of energy that occurs when the tire rolls in a
straight line. To prove the previous formula we proceed as follows. We can easily see thatĖ

5I ċc̈1Ju̇ ü1Mẋ• ẍ1Keė. By differentiating~18! and~19! we can easily see thatẋ• ẍ5ċc̈ and
from this and the dynamic equation~25! we obtain (I 1M )ċc̈2Ke( u̇2 ė)50. Using~18!, ~19!,
and ~24! we obtain, modulo higher order infinitesimals, that (I 1M )c̈52M ċe( u̇2 ė) therefore
(I 1M )c̈ċ52M ċ2e( u̇2 ė), from which we finally obtainĖ52(M ċ21K)e( u̇2 ė). From a
general point of view we may say that the distinction between variational and kinematic con-
straints implies that the infinitesimal work of the constraint forces in general does not vanish for
some admissible infinitesimal displacements, which is the reason why the forces of the constraint
may produce work.

In the next section we define a class of nonholonomic systems with higher order nonlinear
constraints based on the introduction of both kinematic and variational constraints. We will also
show that procedures like D’Alembert’s principle or Chetaev’s procedure fall into this scheme. We
propose that questions of a general nature on nonholonomic systems, like reduction by the sym-
metry, Legendre transformation, and many others should be approached for the general case of
higher order constraints using the scheme based on the introduction of both kinematic and varia-
tional constraints.

IV. A PRINCIPLE OF VIRTUAL WORK FOR LAGRANGIAN SYSTEMS WITH NONLINEAR
HIGHER ORDER NONHOLONOMIC CONSTRAINTS

Let Q be a configuration space of dimensionn and letL:TQ→R be a given Lagrangian. Then
we have the Euler–Lagrange operatorEL:T(2)Q→T* Q which is given in coordinates by

ELi~@q# (2)!dqi5S d

dt

]L

]q̇i ~@q# (2)!2
]L

]q
~@q# (2)! D dqi .

A kinematic constraint of order kis, by definition, a subsetCK#T(k)Q, for some k
50,1,2, . . . . The subsetCK is often defined by equationsRK(@q# (k))50, where RK :T(k)Q
→Rr , for somer 51,2, . . . . For example, ifk50 andRK is a submersion thenCK is a nonsin-
gular holonomic constraint. Ifk51 and RK(q,q̇)5RKi(q)q̇i defines a distribution of constant
rank, we have the typical situation of D’Alembert’s principle. IfRK(q,q̇) is a general function we
have the situation considered by Chetaev.10 In the case of the elastic rolling ball we have, if we
choose the constraint given by Eq.~2! as we have explained before,n55, k51, r 53, and

RK~A,a,Ȧ,ȧ!5~v22ȧ1 ,2v12ȧ2 ,v3!.

Alternatively, as we have explained before, if we choose the constraint given by Eq.~7!, we have,
n55, k52, r 53,

RK~A,a,Ȧ,ȧ,Ä,ä!5~v22ȧ1 ,2v12ȧ2 ,v1v̇22v2v̇12v3~v1
21v2

2!!. ~26!

In the case of the Rocard’s theory of a pneumatic tire, we haven55, k52, r 53, and

RK~c,u,e,x1 ,x2 ,ċ,u̇,ė,ẋ1 ,ẋ2!5S ẋ12ċ cos~u2e!,ẋ22ċ sin~u2e!,2c̈ tge1ċ~ u̇2 ė !

2~signċ !
a

M
tge D . ~27!

A constraint on the variations of order lis a subsetCV#T( l )Q3QTQ defined by equations
RV(@q# ( l ),dq)50 where RV is linear in the variabledq, so we shall write as usual
RV(@q# ( l ),dq)5RV(@q# ( l ))dq or, in coordinates,RV(@q# ( l ),dq)5RVi(@q# ( l ))dqi . For each@q# ( l )

PT( l )Q, we letCV(@q# ( l ))5$dqPTQ:(@q# ( l ),dq)PCV%.
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Statement of the principle: The main object defined in this paper is the class of Lagrangian
nonholonomic systems defined by data (L,CK ,CV) whosedynamical equationsare derived by
using the variational principle

dE
t0

t1
L~q,q̇!dt50,

where variationsdq are restricted bydqPCV(@q# ( l )), or, equivalently,RV(@q# ( l ))•dq50. Then
the equations of motionare given by thedynamical equations

ELi~@q# (2)!PRV~@q# ( l )!o

and thekinematic constraintequations@q# ( l )PCK or, equivalently,

RK~@q# (k)!50.

Equations of motion will be derived in the next section.
The previous principle, which is contained in the general idea of the principle of virtual work,

imposes, through the dynamical equations, restrictions on the forces of the constraints. But, con-
trary to what happens with D’Alembert’s principle, the forces of the constraints derived from the
principle stated above will in general produce work.

The class of higher order nonholonomic systems just defined contains several important
classes of nonholonomic systems. For example, for the class of nonholonomic systems that are
tractable using D’Alembert’s principle we have, by definition,k51, l 50 andCK is the distribu-
tion where for eachqPQ the space of the distribution isCV(q)#TQ. Thus, the kinematic
constraint and the constraint on the variations essentially coincide in this case. In the case of
nonlinear kinematic constraints considered by Chetaev given byRK(q,q̇)50 we havel 51 and
the variational constraints are defined, according to Chetaev, by

RV~q,q̇!•dq5
]RK~q,q̇!

]q̇
•dq.

Remark 4.1: In the mathematical literature one finds some examples of higher order con-
straints in nonholonomic problems~for instance, see Refs. 28, 25, 15, and 29!. In the previous
references an extension of the Chetaev principle for kinematic second order constraints is applied,
namely,

~RK! i~q, q̇, q̈!50, 1< i< m

and variational constraintsRV are derived from the kinematic constraints by

RV~q,q̇,q̈!•dq5
]RK

]q̈
•dq50.

In the case of the elastic rolling ball the variational constraints are given by~10!. In the case
of the pneumatic tire according to Rocard’s theory the kinematic constraints are given by~18!,
~19!, ~20! and the variational constraints are given by~21!, ~22!, ~23!.

We emphasize once again that the notions of kinematic constraints and variational constraints
are independent and one should not attempt, for instance, to derive variational constraints from
kinematic constraints by a universal procedure. In order to illustrate further the necessity of such
a point of view we will describe next the example of Greidanus’s theory of a pneumatic tire, where
the kinematic constraint defines a distribution like in D’Alembert’s principle but the variational
constraints are not given by the same distribution, therefore they are not the ones prescribed by
D’Alembert’s principle.
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Pneumatic tires according to Greidanus: Several approaches to the dynamics of a pneumatic
tire like those of Rocard, Greidanus, Keldys, and others can be found in Refs. 11, 27, 26, 24. To
describe Greidanu’s approach we shall consider the simpler setting of Rocard’s approach described
before, but this time we allow, in addition, for a lateral deformationj. The absolute value of the
quantityj is the distance between the projection of the center of the wheel on the plane (x1 ,x2)
and the center of the zone of contact. In the Rocard’s approach described above the value ofj is
0. We must remark that we are considering in this paper only the case of Greidanus’s theory in
which the wheel is kept vertical. The physical reason for the appearance of the displacementj is
of course the lateral deformation due to the centrifugal force given the elasticity of the material.

The kinematic constraints are

ẋ15ċ cos~u2e!, ~28!

ẋ25ċ sin~u2e!, ~29!

u̇2 ė5ċ~aj1be!. ~30!

The first two equations are the same as in Rocard’s approach. The last one expresses the fact that
the curvature of the trajectory of the center of the contact zone is, for a given speed of rotation of
the wheel, proportional to a linear combination of the deformation parametersj ande, wherea
.0 andb.0. This replaces Rocard’s constraint. We see that the kinematic constraints define a
distribution. The variational constraints are

dx15dc cosu, ~31!

dx25dc sinu, ~32!

du2de50. ~33!

These variational constraints are different from the kinematic constraints, therefore we are not
using here D’Alembert’s principle. The projection of the center of the wheel on the plane is the
point (y1 ,y2) given by

y15x11j sinu, ~34!

y25x22j cosu. ~35!

It is more convenient to calculate the kinematic constraints and the variational constraints in terms
of y1 andy2 instead ofx1 andx2 . The kinematic constraints are

ẏ15ċ cos~u2e!1 j̇ sinu1j~cosu!u̇, ~36!

ẏ25ċ sin~u2e!2 j̇ cosu1j~sinu!u̇, ~37!

u̇2 ė5ċ~aj1be!. ~38!

The variational constraints are

dy15dc cosu1dj sinu1j~cosu!du, ~39!

dy25dc sinu2dj cosu1j~sinu!du, ~40!

du2de50. ~41!

The Lagrangian is
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L~c,u,e,y1 ,y2 ,j,ċ,u̇,ė,ẏ1 ,ẏ2 ,j̇ !5 1
2 I ċ21 1

2 Ju̇21 1
2 M ~~ ẏ1!21~ ẏ2!2!2 1

2 aj22 1
2 be2.

Then, equations of motion are given by kinematic constraints~36!, ~37!, ~38! and dynamic equa-
tions

I c̈1Mÿ1 cosu1Mÿ2 sinu50, ~42!

Jü1Mj ÿ1 cosu1Mj ÿ2 sinu1be50, ~43!

2Mÿ1 sinu1Mÿ2 cosu2aj50. ~44!

We can easily check that the previous equations represent the balance between rate of change of
momentum and forces of the constraints.

For high values ofa the deformationj remains small. Moreover, fora→` we havej→0 and
the dynamic equations~42!, ~43! of Greidanu’s theory become the equations~24!, ~25! of Rocard’s
theory, provided thatK5b. Using this and the fact that the two first kinematic constraints~18!,
~19! of Rocard’s theory coincide with the first two kinematic constraints~28!, ~29! of Greidanu’s
theory and also the fact that fora→` the mechanical energyE for both theories tend to the same
value, one can prove, proceeding as in the case of Rocard’s theory, that at least for high values of
a a pneumatic tire moving according to Greidanus theory is a dissipative system. This shows that
D’Alembert’s principle does not provides a good model for this kind of system, even though the
kinematic constraints are linear.

V. EQUATIONS OF MOTION

Let us recall some basic facts of the geometry of the tangent bundle. Thevertical endomor-
phism Sis defined in local natural coordinates (qA,q̇A) on TQ by

S5
]

]q̇A ^ dqA .

The Liouville vector fieldD on TQ is locally defined by

D5q̇A
]

]q̇A .

A second order differential equation is a vector fieldG on TQ such thatS(G)5D. We have the
following local expression forG:

G5q̇A
]

]qA 1FA~q,q̇!
]

]q̇A .

An integral curve ofG is always the tangent prolongation of its projectionq(t) on Q, called a
solutionof G. It satisfies the following explicit system of second order differential equations:

d2qA

dt2 5FA~q,q̇! .

We also note that the kernel and image ofS consist of vertical vector fields. Moreover,S acts by
duality on forms and the kernel and image ofS* consists of horizontal one-forms.

Given a Lagrangian functionL:TQ→R, we construct the two-formvL52d(S* (dL)) on
TQ, and the energy functionEL5DL2L ~see Ref. 20!. A remarkable property ofS andvL is the
following i SvL50, or, in other words,

S* +v̂L52v̂L+S, ~45!
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wherev̂L denotes the mapT(TQ)→T* (TQ) defined by contraction withvL .
Observe that ifL is regular, thenvL is a symplectic form, and there is a unique vector fieldGL

satisfying

i GL
vL5dEL ,

or, in other words,GL is the Hamiltonian vector field with Hamiltonian energyEL . It is well
known thatGL is a second order differential equation onTQ, namely, the Euler–Lagrange equa-
tions for L.

Without the regularity condition, the Euler–Lagrange equations form a system of second order
differential equations inQ, in implicit form, that is, a submanifoldD2 of T(2)Q, determined by

D25$wPT(2)Q u i j 2(w)vL~t (1,2)~w!!5dEL~t (1,2)~w!!% ~46!

or, in other words,

D25$wPT(2)Q u EL~w!50% .

The class of higher order nonholonomic systems studied in this paper, are determined by data
(L,CK ,CV). Next we will show that the equations of motion of this kind of systems is a system
of implicit kth-order differential equations. In what follows, and without loss of generality, we will
always suppose thatk> l andk>2.

In our case the constraint on the variations are determined by a subsetCV#T( l )Q3QTQ.
Therefore for each point@q# ( l ) we obtain the annihilatorCV

0(@q# ( l ))#Tq* Q of CV(@q# ( l )). Denote
by FV(@q# ( l )) the subspace ofT* (TQ) determined byFV(@q# ( l ))5(tQ)* (CV

0(@q# ( l ))). Now, we
shall define the subset ofT(k)Q:

MV5$@q# (k)PTkQ u i j 2([q] (2))vL~@q# (1)!2dEL~@q# (1)!PFV~@q# ( l )!% .

Therefore, the nonholonomic system associated to (L,CK ,CV), determines akth-order implicit
system given by the submanifoldMKV5CKùMV . The solutions of the problem (L,CK ,CV) are
the curvesg : I→Q such thatg (k),MKV .

VI. FURTHER RESULTS AND EXAMPLES

The scheme generalizing D’Alembert principle, for the case of higher order constraints de-
scribed in Sec. IV is not of course the most general case. It is not the purpose of the present work
to expose the most general possible formalism, but on the contrary, to provide a scheme which is
useful in a variety of problems in mechanics. This scheme is also useful to deal with important
questions of a general character in mechanics, like reduction, Legendre transformation and others.
Some of these questions will be the purpose of future work and in this section we will consider
some partial results only.

Reduction of invariant systems with higher order constraints on a group: In this paragraph we
explain how to reduce invariant Lagrangian systems with higher order nonholonomic constraints
on a group. The more general case of systems on a principal bundle will be the purpose of a future
work. However, in the present section we will show how to proceed in an example where the
bundle is trivial, which illustrates some of the features of the general theory. Assume that the
configuration space is a groupG and that the LagrangianL, the kinematic constraintCK and the
constraint on the variationsCV are left invariant. For right invariant systems we can proceed in a
similar way. For eachr 51,2, . . . we have an identification

a r :T(r )G/G→rg,
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whererg5g%¯% g, is the direct sum ofr copies ofg. This identification is uniquely defined by
the map@g# (r )→@v# (r ), wherev5g21ġ, and@v# (r )5(v (0),v (1), . . . ,v (r 21)), where, by definition,
we have

v ( i )5
di

dt i v,

for r 50,1,. . . ,r 21. Under the identificationak , the quotient of the kinematic constraintCK /G,
becomes a subset, calledreduced kinematic constraint, CK#kg. Similarly, for eachr 51,2, . . . we
have an identification

b r :~T(r )G3GTG!/G→rg% g.

This identification is uniquely defined by the map (@g# (r ),dg)→(@v# (r ),h) with @v# (r )

5(v (0),v (1), . . . ,v (r 21)), as before, andh5g21dg. Under the identificationb l , the quotient of
the constraint on the variationsCV /G, becomes a subset, calledreduced variational constraints,
CD# lg% g. Since the equationsRK(@g# (k))50 andRV(@g# ( l ),dg)50 are invariant, we have re-
duced equationsRK(@v# (k))50 and RV(@v# ( l ),h)50. SinceRV(@g# ( l ),dg)5RV(@g# ( l ))•dg is
linear in dg, we have thatRV(@g# ( l ))•h is also linear inh. The LagrangianL gives rise to a
reduced Lagrangianl :g→R. We have the following theorem.

Theorem 6.1:The following conditions are equivalent:

~i! The curve g(t) satisfies

dE
t0

t1
L~g,ġ!dt50,

for all dg such that dg(t)PCV(@g# ( l )(t)), for all t P@ t0 ,t1# @equivalently
RV(@g# ( l )(t),dg(t))50 for all t P@ t0 ,t1#] and dg(t i)50 for i 50,1; @g# (k)(t)PCK

@equivalently RK(@g# (k)(t))50 for all t P@ t0 ,t1#].
~ii ! The curve g(t) satisfies the equation

S]L

]g
2

d

dt

]L

]ġD ~@g# (2)~ t !!•dg50,

for all dg such that dg(t)PCV(@g# ( l )(t)), for all t P@ t0 ,t1# @equivalently
RV(@g# ( l )(t),dg(t))50 for all t P@ t0 ,t1#] and dg(t i)50 for i 50,1; @g# (k)(t)PCK

@equivalently RK(@g# (k)(t))50 for all t P@ t0 ,t1#].
~iii ! The curvev(t)5g21(t)ġ(t) satisfies

dE
t0

t1
l~v!dt50

for all dv5ḣ1@v,h# where h(t)PCV(@v# ( l )(t)) for all t P@ t0 ,t1# @equivalently
RV(@v# ( l )(t),h(t))50 for all t P@ t0 ,t1#] andh(t i)50, for i 50,1; @v# (k)(t)PCK @equiva-
lently RK(@v# (k)(t))50 for all t P@ t0 ,t1#].

~iv! The curvev(t)5g21(t)ġ(t) satisfies the equation

S2 d

dt

] l

]v
1ad*

] l

]v D ~@v# (2)~ t !!•h

for all h such that h(t)PCV(@v# ( l )(t)) for all t P@ t0 ,t1# @equivalently
RV(@v# ( l )(t),h(t))50 for all t P@ t0 ,t1#] andh(t i)50, for i 50,1; @v# (k)(t)PCK @equiva-
lently RK(@v# (k)(t))50 for all t P@ t0 ,t1#].

The proof of this theorem can be performed proceeding as in Ref. 7. The idea of the proof is
simple. Given a curveg(t) such that@g# (k)(t)PCK for all tP@ t0 ,t1# we take variationsdg(t)
5g(t)h(t) for all tP@ t0 ,t1# such thatdg(t)PCV(@g# ( l )(t)) for all tP@ t0 ,t1#. Since v(t)
5g21(t)ġ(t) we can easily check thatdv(t)5h(t)1@v(t),h(t)#. The rest of the proof follows
by keeping track of the reduction of both the kinematic constraints and the variational constraints.
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Symmetry of the elastic rolling ball: An interesting case occurs when, for each@g# ( l ),
CV(@g# ( l )) depends only ong giving rise to a distributionD on G. This happens in the case of the
rolling ball studied in Sec. II. Let us see how the previous theorem applies to this case. First of all
we observe that the configuration space is the direct product group SO(3)3R2. Since we are
assuming an homogeneous ball the kinetic energy Lagrangian is not only left invariant but also
right invariant. This is important because the constraints are also right invariant. We can thus
reduce by the right action of the group on itself. Forh5(a,w) and taking into account that the
Lie bracket inso(3) is minusthe standard one because we are reducing byright actions, we have

dE
t0

t1S 1

2
Iv21

1

2
MV2Ddt50, ~47!

dv5ȧ2@v,a#, ~48!

a~ t i !50 for i 50,1, ~49!

dV5ẇ, ~50!

w~ t i !50 for i 50,1, ~51!

w5~a2 ,2a1!, ~52!

V5~v2 ,2v1!, ~53!

v350. ~54!

Equations~48!, ~50!, ~51! represent the reduced variational constraints while Eqs.~52!, ~53!, ~54!
represent the reduced kinematic constraints@as we have explained before, Eq.~54! can be replaced
by v2v̇12v1v̇25v3(v1

21v2
2)]. We obtain the equations of motions written in Sec. II, that is

Eqs.~13!, ~14!, ~15!, ~16!, ~17!. The reduced version of D’Alembert’s principle consists of all the
previous conditions plus the conditiona350, which of course corresponds to the kinematic
constraintv350. The D’Alembert equations are~13!, ~14!, ~16!, ~17!.

Rigid ball rolling on a moving plane: For dealing with examples where the configuration
space is a principal bundle rather than a group and the constraints and also the Lagrangian are
invariant we need to generalize the previous theory, which we plan to do as part of future works.
However, some simple examples can be worked out directly as we will see next. Let us consider
a rigid ball rolling on a plane while this plane is being continuously deformed according to the law
w t :R2→R2. The Eulerian velocity isv t(x)5ẇ t+w t

21(x) and we will assume thatv t(x)5v(x) is
independent oft. For a rigid ball rolling on a fixed plane, that is whenv(x)50, the system is
governed by the D’Alembert principle which in this case is like the principle of virtual work
described in Sec. II for an elastic ball except that one should eliminate the kinematic constraint
v350. Whenv(x)Þ0 there is an extra force since the pointa of the ball which is in contact with
the plane, is moving with velocityv(a), that is, the kinematic constraint becomes (v2 ,2v1)
5ȧ2v(a). By differentiating with respect tot we obtain (v̇2 ,2v̇1)5ä2Dv(a)ȧ. Using this it
can be easily seen that the force exerted by the floor on the ball isM ((v̇2 ,2v̇1)1Dv(a)
•(v2 ,2v1)1Dv(a)•v(a)). Equations of motion can be easily derived by direct application of
the basic rules of mechanics and we obtain

~ I 1M !~v̇2 ,2v̇1!52MDv~a!•@~v2 ,2v1!1v~a!#, ~55!

v̇350. ~56!

Now we want to obtain the same equations using the formalism of the principle stated in Sec. IV.
As in the case of the elastic rolling ball this is not straightforward, which emphasizes the advan-
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tages of having a way of reducing by the symmetry as we will show next. The example under
consideration is invariant with respect to the right action of SO~3! only because in this case the
kinematic constraint is not necessarily invariant under translations. As we have said before in this
simple example a general theory of reduction for systems on a principal bundle is not needed.
Moreover, it is not difficult to prove directly that the following reduced principle of virtual work
gives the correct equations of motion,

dE
t0

t1S 1

2
Iv21

1

2
Mȧ2Ddt50, ~57!

dv5ȧ2@v,a#, ~58!

a~ t i !50 for i 50,1, ~59!

da5~a2 ,2a1!, ~60!

~v2 ,2v1!5ȧ2v~a!. ~61!

Equations~58!, ~59!, and~60! represent the variational constraints while Eq.~61! is the kinematic
constraint.
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